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PROCESS 

PROCESS  

As an entrepreneur you will need to arrange the recycling as part of your initial beach clean 
up project. If you arrange to have bags and boxes to collect the rubbish and or plastic it will 
help with the recycling process. 

Follow the below process in order to complete your recycling project: 

1. Collection 

Recycling starts with you. As part of your beach clean up project. You will collect the 
rubbish in and plastic in bags/boxes. You will ensure you try and collect the rubbish and 
plastic in some sort of order so that when it comes to sorting you know which bags have 
the appropriate items. 

2. Sorting 

Once you have got all your bags/boxes full of plastic you will need to sort the items you can 
use to - so that the appropriate technology and processes are used to recycle the material. 

3. Processing 

The sorted plastics are processed to transform them for sale to manufacturers. This is 
where your collected waste gets shredded, melted down, perhaps combined with other 
additives, and turned into a usable raw material format like pellets or powder. 

4. Recycling 

These converted plastics are then melted, moulded, and extruded or injected into the 
manufacturing supply chain to become new, durable products made from items we use 
every day! 
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Below is a list of items that is accepted as rigid plastic items: 

 

Source: https://www.terracycle.com/en-GB/brigades/beach-plastic-programme 

 

 


